Host Tim says:
<<<Episode 11, possibilities; Resume mission>>>

Host CO_OMallory says:
@::on 'other' Gryphon::

MO_Sam’Bej’ta says:
@::in Other Gryphon's Sickbay::

OPS_Shania says:
::at her station on the bridge::

Host CO_OMallory says:
@CSO: Do we know yet if this Gryphon is our Gryphon from the future or a different timeline?

CMO_Turok says:
::In sickbay, not that one, the other one.::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@::on the destroyed Gryphon, next to the CO::

CIV_Adrel says:
::at SCI 1::

FCO_Adams says:
::in her comfy chair at the helm going over the incoming data from the "other" Gryphon's database::

CTO_Hunter says:
@::attempts to down load as much information from the Gryphon computer system as possible::

EO_On says:
::at ME::

Host CO_OMallory says:
@::tries to keep all this time travel stuff straight::

XO_Taylor says:
::gets out of the RR::

MO_Sam’Bej’ta says:
@::Having found all the bodies including her own, she determines the cause of Death, gruesome as it were and continues to try and bring up the EMH::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@CO:  It cannot be our Gryphon, sir.  Since we left our own time, the Gryphon should not exist in here.

XO_Taylor says:
::Gets back to his seat: the BIG chair::

CEO_Solkar says:
@::gathering useful parts and equipment from the derelict, in case they might prove useful later::

Host CO_OMallory says:
@*MO* IF you cannot bring EMH on line, can you at least gather its data file for information.

OPS_Shania says:
::keeps a lock on the AT::

CTO_Hunter says:
@CSO: Unless we are in a void area between times....

Host CO_OMallory says:
@CSO: I never underestimate time travel. ::smiles a bit::

CIV_Adrel says:
XO: It is not easy to make sense of all this. Are we in our timeline or not... not easy.

FCO_Adams says:
::hears Taylor sitting down in the Captain's chair behind her::

MO_Sam'Bej'ta says:
@*CO* I will try, sir ::notes he at last answered her with no reply on previous mention of dead crew:: Sir, you are aware that the dead are our counterparts and have been killed by JemHadar yes?

Host CO_OMallory says:
@*MO* Yes...I know

CTO_Hunter says:
@CO: Perhaps if the MO could figure out what version of the EMH this ships has it may give us a clue.

CSO_MacLeod says:
@CO/CTO:  I understand...  but that won't be logical. ::smiles::

CEO_Solkar says:
@*EO* Mr. On, I will be sending some things over from the derelict, please get the engineering crew to go over them and get them stowed away.

XO_Taylor says:
CIV: The data we have gathered from the "other" Gryphon should clear that up.

FCO_Adams says:
::looks over at Adrel and shrugs::

MO_Sam’Bej’ta says:
@:;lights to work with finally give her at least help in tapping on the computer console in the dead CMO office::

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: What conclusion have you drawn from the data that we have gathered, Lieutenant?

CIV_Adrel says:
XO: Indeed. Can't wait to start analyzing it all.

EO_On says:
*CEO* Aye, sir.

XO_Taylor says:
CIV: FCO is analyzing it right now, you can help her if you want.

CTO_Hunter says:
@CSO: Can we see what version of Operation System this ship is using?

CIV_Adrel says:
XO: Sorry, my time in the labs made me miss a bit ... ::looks at FCO::

Host CO_OMallory says:
@CSO:  Try to find out which version of the Gryphon this is...when we find that out, we know what path to take

CIV_Adrel says:
FCO: If you need help, I have nothing really important to do right now and Ensign Duraes here is checking sensors.

XO_Taylor says:
::smiles:: CIV: No problem.

XO_Taylor says:
*CO* Sir, how is everything going?

CSO_MacLeod says:
@CTO:  We may try, probably newer than ours.

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Sir, the sensors show that we have advanced 5 1/2 yrs forward. From what I gather this is the current timeline.

Host CO_OMallory says:
@*XO* Honestly...a bit spooky, but going alright so far.  Have you completed download of all data from the computer banks?

FCO_Adams says:
CIV: Glad for the assistance Commander. ::smiles::

CTO_Hunter says:
@CO: But what if knowing which version it is leads to that version? ::Starts getting a headache::

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: What is your proof?


CSO_MacLeod says:
@CO: Aye, sir. ::gains access to database::

CEO_Solkar says:
@*CO* Is there anything further you require of me here, Captain?....  I have restored what little function I could and I have removed some equipment which we can use aboard the Gryphon.

CIV_Adrel says:
FCO: Great! Could you send to my console files you want me to check?

MO_Sam’Bej’ta says:
*CMO* I am going to try and send you the data file from this sickbay, I don’t know.. it appears damaged but maybe you can splice it together over there

FCO_Adams says:
CIV: Sending the data now.

XO_Taylor says:
*CO* Affirmative, we are analyzing it right now and we appear to be from our timeline, we did not switch dimensions.

CSO_MacLeod says:
@::tries to ID that Gryphon's version::

CIV_Adrel says:
FCO: Thank you. ::looks at her console waiting::

CTO_Hunter says:
@::begins calling up the battle logs::

CMO_Turok says:
*MO* Very well.  I am no computer expert but I will try.

Host CO_OMallory says:
@*XO* I see...so what we have read so far is our fate

MO_Sam’Bej’ta says:
*CMO* Well then just store it till I get back, I have a little capability in that area...  but at least it will be safe from further damage.

CMO_Turok says:
*MO: Understood.

XO_Taylor says:
*CO* Yes, we are gathering information from what happened to the Federation after our departure and I must say that we did not have a chance against the Dominion.

Host CO_OMallory says:
@*CEO* Can you tell from Engineering if this is Our Gryphon or not?

CEO_Solkar says:
@*CO* That is a somewhat meaningless question, Captain, given the fluid nature of time. This Gryphon may or may not exist depending upon what we do and if we can return to our own time.

XO_Taylor says:
*CO* Also, sir, I think that we should try to get going as quickly as possible, the Dominion could come back with reinforcements at any time.

EO_On says:
::gets a alpha team ready from CEO Solkar things::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@::while computer works, he brings up another console online and asks for 10109.09, the star date they left their own time::

Host CO_OMallory says:
@*XO* Alright...I think we will be done here soon.  Let me know when you have everything aboard.

XO_Taylor says:
*CO* We already do.

CIV_Adrel says:
::begins to analyze the info sent by FCO::

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Have you checked the Captain's logs and the first officer's logs from the other ship?

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: I have tried to read a few logs, but most of them are damaged.

CEO_Solkar says:
@*CO* The Engineering logs are identical up until the temporal event, beyond that, it is not possible to say that this is "our" Gryphon.

CTO_Hunter says:
@::begins downloading the battle logs on a PADD::

MO_Sam’Bej’ta says:
@*CMO* I am going to download to my PADD and feed back to you simultaneously, that should prevent us from losing any information.

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Aye sir, I'll work on cleaning them up

CSO_MacLeod says:
@::sees the info on the screen:: Self:  Oh boy...

Host CO_OMallory says:
@*CEO* Understood.  Wrap up down there and be ready to return soon.

FCO_Adams says:
CIV: Can you get anything clear on the Captain's logs?

CSO_MacLeod says:
@CO: Captain!  You should see this. :: taps the console::

EO_On says:
*CEO* I have the Alpha Team ready for your things from the other Gryphon to examine.

CMO_Turok says:
::Configures the medical terminal to accept the information::  *MO* Proceed.

Host CO_OMallory says:
@::looks at console::

CIV_Adrel says:
FCO: I can try. We never know.

CIV_Adrel says:
::taps on her console to retrieves the CO's logs:

FCO_Adams says:
::works on the first officer's final log entry::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@CO: These are the Gryphon's logs from star date 10109.09, the time we left... ::taps::

MO_Sam’Bej’ta says:
@*CO* I am transmitting the sickbays logs back to the ship, should take no more than 15 minutes. ::if we have no trouble that is... she thought::

MO_Sam’Bej’ta says:
@::starts transmitting::

CEO_Solkar says:
@*CO* I am ready to return when so ordered.

XO_Taylor says:
::reading data from the "other” Gryphon’s computer banks::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@CO:  It looks like this Gryphon never rescued the miners and moved away from the explosion a minute earlier.  ::looks at him::

CIV_Adrel says:
::opens one of the CO's logs:: FCO: Indeed they are damaged. I'll do my best to clear some of them.

CTO_Hunter says:
@::begins looking over one of the dead Jem'hadar checking to see if there any difference to the Jem'Hadar he is use to::

Host CO_OMallory says:
@CSO: So...if we didn't save those miners...we wouldn't be here?


Host CO_OMallory says:
@::feels like this is all his fault now::

MO_Sam’Bej’ta says:
@:;looks out into sickbay and sighs, dying warriors, at least she can report that to Turok, but it was sickening all the same::

Host CO_OMallory says:
@CSO: Apparently...this is my doing then.

XO_Taylor says:
Outloud: Oh my gosh.....

CSO_MacLeod says:
@CO: I don't know, sir...  we did what we have to do...  but why this Gryphon would leave before rescued at least one miner?

FCO_Adams says:
::continues with the analysis::

Host CO_OMallory says:
@::walks away from the console a bit and stares at view screen::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@CO: Anyway, it indicates that we're not in our own timeline.

FCO_Adams says:
XO: I have something here....in the first officer's log.

CIV_Adrel says:
::hears the XO: XO: Something wrong, cmdr?

CIV_Adrel says:
::tries to clear up the CO's logs hoping she will get something::

XO_Taylor says:
*CO* Sir, I have found a vital report regarding why the Dominion has come back, sir, it is because of the Breen! They have crated a technology giving them the power to open and close an artificial wormhole in time and space... That is how they got the Dominion: Their allies back.

CTO_Hunter says:
@::notice no difference between the Dead Jem’Hadar and those he killed on Betazed during the war::

CSO_MacLeod says:
@CO: Perhaps the Captain's log has something else to say about this.

Host CO_OMallory says:
@*XO* Understood.

CIV_Adrel says:
XO: The Breen? Again? God! How where they able to create such a technology?

Host CO_OMallory says:
@CTO: Anyway that we can use this ship to get our ship back to our time?

CTO_Hunter says:
@CO: Not that I know of sir. But I can tell you this.  For some reason the Jem’Hadar did not change any.  Which is strange...During the war we saw some improvement in the Jem’Hadar, but considering the time difference there is none in these

FCO_Adams says:
::nods to the CIV and whispers:: CIV: That's what I was about to tell him.

Host CO_OMallory says:
@All: Do we have all we can get from this ship now?

CEO_Solkar says:
@*CO* I am ready to return to the Gryphon.

CSO_MacLeod says:
@CO: Aye sir.  I need to get back to analyze the downloaded data.

MO_Sam’Bej’ta says:
@::rifles through the CMO's drawers looking for any more clues on what happened::

XO_Taylor says:
CIV: Still nothing on LRS?

Host CO_OMallory says:
@*XO* Commander.  Standby to receive the AT.

CIV_Adrel says:
XO: I'll check right now. I was busy with the CO's logs. Ensign Duraes is checking the LRS. But I'll check myself.

XO_Taylor says:
*CO* Acknowledged.

XO_Taylor says:
OPS: Get ready to transport our team back.

Host CO_OMallory says:
@AT: Stand by to transport.

CIV_Adrel says:
::checks sensors::

OPS_Shania says:
XO: Aye sir.

CTO_Hunter says:
@CO: Aye sir.

CIV_Adrel says:
XO: Nothing on LRS. I will go back to clearing up the CO's logs.

CSO_MacLeod says:
@::awaits for the transport::

Host CO_OMallory says:
@*TR Chief* Energize.

XO_Taylor says:
*CO* We are ready to transport you back.

MO_Sam’Bej’ta says:
@::checks her data and sees 5 minutes are left::

XO_Taylor says:
OPS: Energize.

FCO_Adams says:
::takes a look at the navigational display just to sure that both ships are still paralleling each other::

OPS_Shania says:
::beams the AT back::

Host Tim says:
ACTION: AWAY TEAM IS BEAMED TO THEIR GRYPHON

CEO_Solkar says:
::transported back to the Gryphon::

Host CO_OMallory says:
::arrives on pad and begins taking off environmental suit::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::::materializes on the Gryphon::

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: Get ready to get us out of here.

CEO_Solkar says:
::heads off to ME::

Host CO_OMallory says:
*XO* Assemble senior staff meeting in Conference room 1 in 5 minutes.

OPS_Shania says:
XO: The AT is safely back.

FCO_Adams says:
::notes the return of the AT:: XO: Aye sir, preparing to back off.

MO_Sam’Bej’ta says:
@::gets a chill as she suddenly feels all alone::

CTO_Hunter says:
::arrives back on the Gryphon and begins stripping the bulky suit::

CEO_Solkar says:
::hears the CO order a meeting and heads for the conference room instead::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::takes off the suit, was about to ask permission to return to the bridge and analyze the data but hears the order to XO::

XO_Taylor says:
*CO* Understood.

FCO_Adams says:
::plots a new course and prepares to leave the derelict behind::

XO_Taylor says:
*OPS* Thank you.

MO_Sam’Bej’ta says:
@*CMO* A few more minutes and we shall be done.

CMO_Turok says:
*MO* Acknowledged.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: I just hope they have analyzed something by now.

MO_Sam’Bej’ta says:
@*CMO* Done.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CEO: Commander, I believe we have to work together in a way to get back to our own timeline.  Do you have any idea?

Host CO_OMallory says:
::heads out to TL::  Bridge.

XO_Taylor says:
*CO* Sir, do you want us to prepare to get out of the asteroid field?

CTO_Hunter says:
::places the suit back in the locker::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::follows the CO while talking to the CEO::

Host CO_OMallory says:
*XO* Not yet...we need this for cover until we know how to get back.

CMO_Turok says:
*MO* I have the data.

XO_Taylor says:
*Senior Staff* All senior crew to conference room 1.

MO_Sam’Bej’ta says:
@::heads back to the bridge, CO never talks to her anyway. She will give him a report in person::

CMO_Turok says:
::Hears the page and leaves sickbay for the conference room::

Host CO_OMallory says:
::exits TL onto Bridge::  XO: I will be in my Ready Room before the meeting.

CTO_Hunter says:
::hears the announcement and heads for the conference room::

CIV_Adrel says:
Ens Duraes: You have SCI, continue checking the LRS.

CEO_Solkar says:
*CSO* There are a number of ways to achieve temporal relocation. I will analyze the problem after the staff meeting.

FCO_Adams says:
:;wonders if that means her too::

MO_Sam’Bej’ta says:
@::crawls back into the Jeffries tubes::

XO_Taylor says:
*CO* But since the ship who escape knows where we are, we should find another hideout.

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: True...stay in field but find us a safe distance from this point

CMO_Turok says:
::Arrives at the conference room and enters, standing against the wall while people file in.::

XO_Taylor says:
*CO* Will do.

OPS_Shania says:
::hands the station over to an ensign and heads to the conference room::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::steps onto bridge, heads toward SCI:: CIV: We're back. ::smiles::  Anything?

XO_Taylor says:
CIV: I want you to find another place to hide in the vicinity.

FCO_Adams says:
::decides she better head for the conference room, so she hands the helm over to Ens. Carter::

MO_Sam’Bej’ta says:
@::boots clank and echo as she climbs up the hand rails::

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: Not much. Nothing on LRS. ::hears the XO:: XO: I'll try to find something now.

Host CO_OMallory says:
::looks over reports and data received recently::

CIV_Adrel says:
::checks the LRS to find a spot to hide the ship.::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::almost bumps into Cassie::

CEO_Solkar says:
::in CR waiting for the meeting to start::

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: You can assist CIV.

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: Oh excuse me Lt. ::smiles::

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Aye sir.

CTO_Hunter says:
::Makes his way to the conference room::

Host CO_OMallory says:
::grabs report and heads our of RR to TL::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::smiles back:: FCO: No... excuse me.

FCO_Adams says:
CSO: Nice to see you back.

MO_Sam’Bej’ta says:
@::exits the Tube and heads for the battle bridge, where she last left everyone... seems so quiet::

XO_Taylor says:
::sees CO get out of RR:: CO: Sir, I'll be there as soon as we find a new hideout.

CSO_MacLeod says:
FCO: Nice to see you. ::remembers the another Cassie::

OPS_Shania says:
::enters CR, greets everyone and sits down::

Host CO_OMallory says:
::arrives in Conference Room 1::

FCO_Adams says:
::turns and walks over to Adrel:: CIV: What can I do for you?

CSO_MacLeod says:
::follows her to CR 1::

CMO_Turok says:
::Stands at attention as the CO enters::

CTO_Hunter says:
::arrives at the conference room right behind Shania and takes a chair next to hers::

MO_Sam’Bej’ta says:
@::enters BB and sees no one rolling her eyes:: *CO* Sir, I am at the battle bridge, no one else is around, where are we to meet, sir?

XO_Taylor says:
::Takes a PADD and goes to his cpu console:: Computer, transfer file Taylor Grey 139 onto this PADD.

CMO_Turok says:
::Marvels at the lack of respect shown by the Starfleet officers.::

CIV_Adrel says:
FCO: We need to check the area to find a way where you can hide us.

Host CO_OMallory says:
::surprised she is still there::  *CO* Stand by  *TR* Transport Sam’Bej’ta back now

CSO_MacLeod says:
::takes a seat and places his PADD on the table::

XO_Taylor says:
CIV, FCO: Anything?

MO_Sam’Bej’ta says:
@::stands by, and wonders for what?::

Host CO_OMallory says:
All: At ease.  Ok...now we have the data.  Anyone have any ideas how to get us back to our time?

FCO_Adams says:
CIV: Oh I've already calculated that...see, right here.

Host Tim says:
ACTION: MO SAM' BEJ' TA IS TRANSPORTED TO GRYPHON

MO_Sam’Bej’ta says:
::shimmers in surprised::

CEO_Solkar says:
::skims through the available data on his PADD::

CIV_Adrel says:
XO: The FCO found a spot.

XO_Taylor says:
*CO* Sir, I may be on the bridge, but I have opened a comm frequency to assist the meeting by voice, I have an idea.

CTO_Hunter says:
CO: Do we even know where or when we are?

Host CO_OMallory says:
*XO* Go ahead Commander

MO_Sam’Bej’ta says:
::talks to the Transporter Chief for a minute and leaves the TR not the happiest of campers::

CSO_MacLeod says:
::listens to Taylor::

XO_Taylor says:
FCO: Plot a course.

FCO_Adams says:
::looks over at Carter:: Carter: Plot our course 3.5 degrees from this position.

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Done sir.

MO_Sam’Bej’ta says:
::heads back to her own sickbay::

XO_Taylor says:
*Meeting* Well, as you know, the Breen have created a device that can open a wormhole that can go both in space and time, so we can get back to our time by using that.

CEO_Solkar says:
All: The ship cannot currently support many of the standard temporal relocation methods, such as the slingshot effect, due to damage to the warp propulsion system caused by our interaction the with asteroid's destruction. This leaves basically one possibility... that outlined by the XO.

FCO_Adams says:
::sees Carter signaling that it's plotted::

XO_Taylor says:
FCO,CIV: Good, let's go to the conference.

CSO_MacLeod says:
::thinks "I didn't know that!  Oh boy.."::

Host CO_OMallory says:
*XO* How do we obtain this device?

CIV_Adrel says:
XO: Aye. ::leaves SCI to Ensign Duraes::

FCO_Adams says:
XO: Aye sir, ::heads to the CR::

CMO_Turok says:
Meeting: We TAKE it!

XO_Taylor says:
*CO* We can do so by finding the science vessel which it is on.

XO_Taylor says:
::Gets into the conference room::

MO_Sam’Bej’ta says:
::enters sickbay and heads straight to the 'clean room' in the back, takes a sonic hoping to get some of the smell of the dead off of her::

CTO_Hunter says:
All: Any such ship or installation is bound to be heavily guard.

FCO_Adams says:
::slips into the conference room and stands near the door::

Host CO_OMallory says:
*XO* So...we scan for a vessel that has it, disable them and steal it?

CSO_MacLeod says:
All:  There is a minor problem...  as we are seeing, they have control over the whole system.

CIV_Adrel says:
::enters the CR and stays next to the FCO in order not to disturb the meeting::

CSO_MacLeod says:
All:  They must have several outposts and now they know about us.

Host CO_OMallory says:
CTO: Agreed...obtaining it would be difficult.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CTO: Exactly, commander.

XO_Taylor says:
CO: In fact, we have gotten coordinates where thatship was last seen. So, we use a tactical tactic invented by the Delphyne which was given to us in exchange for our knowledge of the Owlston nebula: The Grey Mode.

Host CO_OMallory says:
CTO: Can you mask our warp signature to disguise us for now?  Make them believe they DID get the Gryphon?

CTO_Hunter says:
CO: However if we can get the other ship working.. We may double our chance at succeeding...however we may end up leaving people behind...

CTO_Hunter says:
CO: Unknown, that a question more for the CEO....

Host CO_OMallory says:
CEO: Is the other Gryphon salvageable at all?

XO_Taylor says:
CO: This mode allows a ship to be in some way "cloaked". It can be seen with the eye, but not with sensors.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: We did that once... masked as a freighter, remember?

CMO_Turok says:
CSO: As I recall, that did not work.

FCO_Adams says:
::leans against the wall watching and listening to everything::

Host CO_OMallory says:
CSO: This time, something that would be seen by them as a ally or neutral party

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Why not mask our signature as nothing at all...

MO_Sam’Bej’ta says:
::after cleaning up she can still feel it all on her, knows it is in her mind and sets to work on trying to gather information from the feed from the other ship::

CSO_MacLeod says:
CMO: And I doubt they would let a freighter or any other ship flying without stop it.

CEO_Solkar says:
All: I can do any of a number of things to mask or obscure our warp signature, if necessary... but the other ship is a total loss.  The engines are non-functional, as are the tactical systems... there is no fuel left onboard and only basic battery power that is nearly exhausted... ship structure is at less than 15%.

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: Get working on the Grey mode and have it ready ASAP.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: Perhaps we can use both tactics.

CTO_Hunter says:
CO: and we can mask our presents...then getting the other Gryphon working would mean we could leave them on a wild Gryphon Chase with the other ship while the rest of the crew secures the wormhole

CIV_Adrel says:
::listens to everyone’s comments::

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Sir, this tactic is ready, I took care of it while I was still CEO.

FCO_Adams says:
::looks over at Adrel and sighs::

Host CO_OMallory says:
All: Can we use the Gryphon as a decoy while a shuttlecraft sneaks in and obtains the device?

CSO_MacLeod says:
CTO: According Commander Solkar, the other ship is not recoverable...

CTO_Hunter says:
CO: That may work if we can equipped a shuttle with this "Gray mode"

Host CO_OMallory says:
CEO: Can we do that to a shuttle?

CTO_Hunter says:
CO: Depending on the size of the device.

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: And use the deflector dish to project several holoimages as we did against the Minion, in case we enter in battle.

Host CO_OMallory says:
*XO* Do we have any idea the size of this device?

MO_Sam’Bej’ta says:
::information appears to be a bundle of nothing, as if it was trying to translate gibberish::

OPS_Shania says:
CO: We also need the scientist who knows how to use this device since we don't know.

CEO_Solkar says:
CO: The power requirements are more than a shuttle can provide.

CSO_MacLeod says:
OPS:  Give me five minutes with that thing... ::smiles::

CIV_Adrel says:
::picks up the PADD she brought and adds a few info there::

XO_Taylor says:
CO: According to my data, sir, it is comparable to the federation's "genesis project"

OPS_Shania says:
CSO: I'm not sure we should be experimenting with this device since it influences time and space.

Host CO_OMallory says:
All: Is this device our only hope we all see?

CSO_MacLeod says:
CO: Sir, there is one more thing...

Host CO_OMallory says:
CSO: Go ahead.

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Yes, sir.

CSO_MacLeod says:
All:  Since we know this is another timeline, the other Gryphon never rescued miners and was never caught in the explosion, the rest of the time seems to be exactly what would happen to us.

FCO_Adams says:
::shifts her feet::

XO_Taylor says:
CSO: Yes, we are in the same dimension. ::smiles::

CMO_Turok says:
CSO: Perhaps we should execute the miners and see if it returns the timelines to normal.

CMO_Turok says:
::Sounds reasonable to him anyway.::

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: According to the other Gryphon's log, star date 10109.09, they have never rescued the miners.

FCO_Adams says:
:;gulps at Turok's remark::

XO_Taylor says:
CSO: Yes, but that is all...

CSO_MacLeod says:
CMO: I don't think this would help, lieutenant.

Host CO_OMallory says:
CMO: I think not.  I will not kill the miners for our safe return.

FCO_Adams says:
::raises an eyebrow at Turok::

CTO_Hunter says:
ALL: Maybe we are here know for a reason...for a purpose?

CMO_Turok says:
CO: But if I understand things correctly, they are supposed to have died on the asteroid.  Is this not correct?

CEO_Solkar says:
 XO: If we were NOT in the same "dimension" there would be a difference in the quantum signatures... something which is easily detectable.

Host CO_OMallory says:
CMO: There must be a way to do both.

CSO_MacLeod says:
XO: They were never caught by the asteroid's explosion, therefore the warp field never collapsed with the explosion's energy field.  They had a regular timeline.

XO_Taylor says:
CEO: I know, it was a joke, Mr. Solkar.

Host CO_OMallory says:
CEO: Can a self-destruct of the other Gryphon's shockwave send us back, the same way the asteroid did?

CTO_Hunter says:
CMO: Not necessarily...its possible that because they other crew did not save the miners we ended up hear... Or maybe because we did not kill the CMO we are here...

MO_Sam’Bej’ta says:
::grumbles as the information looks to be worthless, wonders if the CSO would like a crack at it::

XO_Taylor says:
CSO: So now, it's time for us to save the world. ::winks::

CEO_Solkar says:
CO: No, the derelict lacks the AM fuel reserves to create a large enough mass-energy tensor

CSO_MacLeod says:
All:  If we ever return to our own timeline... we have the information about what is coming...

FCO_Adams says:
::listens to the meeting, but is totally lost::

Host CO_OMallory says:
CEO: If fully powered, would it work?

XO_Taylor says:
::Shrugs:: CO: Sir, we can't go back now, if we do, this timeline will occur and the Federation will be obliterated!

CMO_Turok says:
CTO: ::Laughs at Hunter's remark.::  Yes, I see your point.

OPS_Shania says:
CSO: This is just one possible future...

CIV_Adrel says:
CSO: Information that might help us there....         ALL: Which could be the purpose of us here that you are talking about. Us going back with information.

CSO_MacLeod says:
OPS:  Even though, we'll have how to prevent this to happen.

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Even if we can, the Gryphon may not be able to support such a journey.

CEO_Solkar says:
CO: Unlikely....  unless I can EXACTLY reproduce the conditions that obtained in the first event, with a reverse polarization of the warp field, we are more likely to destroy this ship or be further randomly displaced in time.

Host CO_OMallory says:
XO: if we go back with the information we have now...we can save the Federation that way.  We don't belong here...at least, not yet.

Host CO_OMallory says:
::sighs::

XO_Taylor says:
CO: Yes, but if we can get the wormhole technology, we could use it to destroy the device before it was first activated.

FCO_Adams says:
::thinks to herself:: Self: We shouldn't mess with timelines.

Host Tim says:
<<<Pause mission>>>
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